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And Then One Day 2015-11-10

naseeruddin shah s sparkling memoir of his early years from zero to thirty two spans his extraordinary journey from a feudal

hamlet near meerut to catholic schools in nainital and ajmer and finally to stage and film stardom in mumbai along the way he

recounts his passages through aligarh university the national school of drama and the film and television institute of india where

his luck finally began to change and then one day tells a compelling tale written with rare honesty and consummate elegance

leavened with tongue in cheek humour there are moving portraits of family members darkly funny accounts of his schooldays and

vivid cameos of directors and actors he has worked with among them ebrahim alkazi shyam benegal girish karnad om puri and

shabana azmi the accounts of his struggle to earn a living through acting his experiments with the craft his love affairs his early

marriage his successes and failures are narrated with remarkable frankness and objective self assessment brimming with

delightful anecdotes as well as poignant often painful revelations this book is a tour de force

Hero and Hero-Worship: Fandom in Modern India 2021-01-05

in the aftermath of liberalization of indian economy in 1991 the study of star fan studies has experienced exponential expansion

hero and hero worship fandom in modern india explores the areas of political religious film and cricket star fandoms analyzing the

rise of star formations and their consequent fandoms star fan bonds as well as the physical and virtual space that both stars and

fans inhabit as perhaps one of the first book length studies on indian fandom this volume not only draws on the works of jenkins

and other fandom scholars but also explores the economic and cultural specificities of indian fandom this book will be of particular

interest to scholars working in the field as well as general readers interested in understanding star fan interactions and

intersections

Written by Salim-Javed 2015-10-01

the dramatic entertaining story of the dream team that pioneered the bollywood blockbuster salim khan and javed akhtar

reinvented the bollywood formula with an extraordinary lineup of superhits becoming game changers at a time when screenwriting

was dismissed as a back room job from zanjeer to deewaar and sholay to shakti their creative output changed the destinies of

several actors and filmmakers and even made a cultural phenomenon of the angry young man even after they decided to part

ways success continued to court them a testament not only to their impeccable talent and professional ethos but also their

enterprising showmanship and business acumen fizzing with energy and brimming over with enough trivia to delight a cinephile s

heart written by salim javed tells the story of a dynamic partnership that transformed hindi cinema forever

Mahatma Gandhi in Cinema 2020-04-16

this book analyses 100 years of hindi cinema india s principal film industry to explore how much space it has given to mahatma

gandhi the most prominent leader of the indian struggle for freedom and his principles it compares films on gandhi with the written

literature on him and juxtaposes the celluloid gandhi with the man who walked on the earth ever in flesh and blood from his
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childhood through his legal practice in south africa to his non violent struggle against the british empire in india the book covers

all major events of his life and their portrayal on the silver screen

The Dismantling of India 2022-10-03

in october 1947 two months after independence tjs george arrived in bombay he was nineteen years old with a degree in english

literature he sent out job applications to the air force and to the city s english language newspapers only one organization cared

to reply the free press journal the editor was known to hire anyone who asked for a job but most new hires were sacked in a

fortnight george was put on the news desk as a sub editor and eventually became an assistant editor in patna as editor of the

searchlight he was arrested by the chief minister for sedition he spent three weeks in hazaribagh central jail in hong kong he

worked for the far eastern economic review as regional editor in new york he was a writer for the united nations population

division and back in hong kong in 1975 he founded asiaweek six years later he returned to india and settled in bangalore he

began a column for indian express that ran without a break for twenty five years until 2022 his seventy five years of journalism

concurrent with india s development as an independent nation make for a unique understanding of events and personalities

acclaimed for his widely historical pan asian vision george brings this far flung experience to a compulsively readable new book

the dismantling of india it is the story of india told in 35 concise biographies beginning with jamsetji tata and ending with narendra

modi

Oswaal SSC Stenographer Grade C & D 15 Year's Solved Papers | General Intelligence

| General Awareness | Reasoning | Year-wise | 2017 - 2023 | For 2024 Exam

2024-02-03

oswaal ssc stenographer grade c d 15 year s solved papers general intelligence general awareness reasoning year wise 2017

2023 for 2024 exam

An Ordinary Life 2017-10-25

a young man from small town budhana in muzzaffarnagar uttar pradesh moved to delhi to try his luck at theatre today he is one

of bollywood s most sought after actors a versatile performer with a strong grounding in theatre he surprises audiences with every

role he plays from officer khan in kahaani faizal khan in gangs of wasseypur and shaikh in the lunchbox to liak in badlapur chand

nawab in bajrangi bhaijan and dasrath manjhi in manjhi however the journey to fame and fortune was far from easy over the

years nawazuddin siddiqui went from being a manager at a petrochemical factory in haridwar to a watchman in delhi this memoir

is a celebration of his life
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CDS Solved Paper Chapterwise & Sectionwise 2020 2020-04-26

about the book hemant sinha is a retired successful businessman and philanthropist from ranchi jharkhand and heir of the late

legendary neuro physician dr k k sinha his life has been a roller coaster ride with countless moments of sheer joy and a few with

deepest sorrow too hemant shina s life story spans from the doctor s colony at bariatu to the ancient streets of turkey from st john

s school in ranchi to the giant stone head megaliths of the easter island of chile he has scaled the table top mountains of cape

town and walked the path of the pharaohs of ancient egypt all while never forgetting the two drops of oil in his spoon hemant

sinha successfully ran advanced diagnostic centre adc for many years which was a pioneering institution in cutting edge medical

imaging and healthcare in eastern india where he served many financially poor patients free of cost he is often regarded as the

man with a golden heart by the countless people whose lives he has touched this is an unconventional memoir that attempts to

compile the moments of his extraordinary life through the casual conversations between him and his friend and physician dr razi

ahmed sit back relax and enjoy the ride of your life experience the raw wisdom his life has to offer just like a carefree kite flying in

his portion of the sky about the author dr razi ahmed razi is award winning and bestselling author of the secret of the palamu fort

he is a critical care specialist practicing at a multi speciality hospital at ranchi jharkhand he spends most of his days within the

walls of his hospital but at night he dons his cape and turns into his alter ego the author he was awarded with best budding

author of india at india icon awards 2019 he is a friend of mr hemant sinha and has known him for a long time

My Portion of Sky - A Memoir of Hemant Sinha 2023-07-31

national bestseller the pulitzer prize winning bestselling author of the namesake delivers a powerful meditation on the process of

learning to express herself in italian and the stunning journey of a writer seeking a new voice the most evocative unpretentious

astute account of a writing life i have read the washington post on a post college visit to florence pulitzer prize winning author

jhumpa lahiri fell in love with the italian language twenty years later seeking total immersion she and her family relocated to rome

where she began to read and write solely in her adopted tongue in other words is a startling act of self reflection

In Other Words 2016-02-09

of reels romance and retakes carries the reader on a fascinating journey into the genesis evolution and reception of odia cinema

telling the story of its quiet emergence in 1936 the book goes on to chronicle its unexpected triumphs in the coming decades

when cinema arose as an undisputed cultural form of both the middle class and the masses the account the book gives of how

odia cinema aesthetically intertwined with the indigenous folk and literary tradition carried forward both the project of modernity

and odia cultural identity is particularly illuminating and instructive at the same time it takes an introspective look at the crisis odia

cinema faces now sandwiched as it is between two competing social trends one following the route to hindi as the chief language

of entertainment and the other that is focused on regional cultural assertion as a key to commercial success on the whole it is a

timely and much awaited book that seeks to construct the hitherto uncharted social narratives of cinema in odisha
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Of Reels, Romance and Retakes 2023-08-24

from the bestselling 1001 series comes a collection of 1001 quotations from numerous brilliant minds of the ancient world through

to the present day with quotes from everyone including marcus aurelius sun tzu shakespeare and nietzsche through to ellen

degeneres nelson mandela mark zuckerberg and monty python s flying circus there is an immense range of ideas witticisms and

musings to ponder the quotations cover a wide range of topics including art and literature culture philosophy politics psychology

and religion made accessible and brought to life by being placed in their historical contexts and accompanied by a wealth of

illustrations

1001 Quotations to inspire you before you die 2018-03-12

critically acclaimed award winning british comedian and actor eddie izzard details his childhood his first performances on the

streets of london his ascent to worldwide success on stage and screen and his comedy shows which have won over audiences

around the world

Believe Me 2017

in this powerful memoir a terrorism expert and assault survivor shares a clear eyed elucidating study of the profound

reverberations of trauma publishers weekly starred review one of the world s foremost experts on terrorism and post traumatic

stress disorder jessica stern knows what it is to live through horror in this brave and astonishingly frank examination of her own

unsolved rape at the age of fifteen she investigates how the rape and its aftermath came to shape her future and her work the

author of the new york times notable book terror in the name of god stern brilliantly explores the nature of evil in an extraordinary

volume that louise richardson author of what terrorists want calls memorable powerful and deeply courageous a riveting read

denial is one of the most important books i have read in a decade brave life changing and gripping as a thriller a tour de force

naomi wolf

Denial 2010-06-09

adda 247 is launching a complete and comprehensive ebook on upsc cds ima ina afa and cds ota the eebook is updated as per

the latest examination pattern and is suitable for upsc cds ima ina afa and upsc cds ota officer training academy br br the aim of

this eebook is to help students learn and understand the new pattern of recruitment exams which will help them to maximize their

scores in the competitive examination the ebook has been prepared by experienced faculties subject matter experts and with the

expertise of adda247 keeping the new pattern and challenges of competitive exams in mind br br b salient features of the eebook

b li 6000 topic wise previous year questions 2010 2020 li 2500 practice questions with detailed solutions li 6 practice papers
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UPSC CDS Topic Wise Previous Years' 2010-2020 Solved & Practice Questions

eBook 2017-10-17

this e book contains the ssc stenographer previous year papers english download the free pdf and start preparing for ssc

stenographer exam

SSC Stenographer Previous Year Papers(English) 2022-03-05

from new york times bestselling author amy tan a memoir on her life as a writer her childhood and the symbiotic relationship

between fiction and emotional memory

Where the Past Begins: A Writer’s Memoir 2023-11-10

staff selection commission ssc conducts stenographer exam every year for recruitment of best talents in the field of stenographer

grade c and d for various ministries departments organisations 1 10 previous years solved papers are given for insights of the

examination pattern 2 detailed and authentic solutions for better understanding of theories 3 15 practice sets are given for self

assessment 4 5000 mcqs are provided for quick revision be exam ready with the ssc stenographer 15 practice sets that has been

revised to give complete exposure of the question type and examination pattern to the aspirants the current volume serves as a

workbook which provides 10 previous years solved papers 2021 2014 along with detailed and authentic solutions for enhanced

understanding of the concept 15 practice sets have been prepared exactly on the lines of the exam the book is also engraved

with 5000 objective questions for rigorous practice and quick revision all these qualities make it an absolute solution for the

preparation of the ssc stenographer 2022 exam toc solved papers 1 10 practice papers 1 15

SSC Stenographer Grade C & D 15 Practice Sets & 10 Solved Papers for 2022

Exam 2021-12-30

bibliophilia a perfectly acceptable addiction marked by obsessive reading aggressive book sniffing and strategic hoarding for as

long as ferose a san francisco based techie and gently mad bibliophile has understood books he has devoured them with the

unmitigated enthusiasm of a toddler on a sugar rush for him reading has been more than a weekend pursuit or a hobby on

steroids it has been a lifestyle generously peppered with serendipitous first edition finds and deliberate in store title hunting of

which he kept meticulous notes in this intimate and refreshingly honest essay collection illustrated by artists on the autism

spectrum ferose professes his undying love for books and elaborates on his relationship with the life affirming act of reading

enthusiastically noting titles that carry scribbles in the neglected margins to gushing over one of a kind collectibles he delves into

his varied picks bringing his most formative bookish adventures to readers part memoir and part fascinating study of the quiet

fulfilling act of reading and collecting books this joyous meld of anecdotes and recollections explores the sweeping genius of

books and storytelling and how they continually refine our collective conscience
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Shelf Aware 2024-01-25

the years between indian independence 1947 and the dominance of colour cinema early 1960s saw the emergence and fruition of

a distinct confident and nuanced black and white aesthetic in hindi mainstream cinema shadow craft is an ardent and immersive

study of cinematic craftings that emblematise the oeuvres of kamal amrohi raj kapoor nutan bimal roy guru dutt and abrar alvi

films such as aag 1948 mahal 1949 seema 1955 pyaasa 1957 sujata 1959 kagaz ke phool 1959 sahib bibi aur ghulam 1962

bandini 1963 remain formative to the visual psyche of generations of south asian viewers this enduring visual language

demonstrates a minutely attuned and sympathetic camera evocative pools of shadow affect rich atmospheric composition and the

visual autonomy of performance with seventy five rare and curated images from the archives shadow craft offers for the first time

a consolidated and intimate journey through this pioneering black and white cinema aesthetic at its most expressive and climactic

moment

Shadow Craft 2023-03-20

description of the product 100 updated with fully solved april september 2023 papers concept clarity with detailed explanations of

2014 to 2023 papers extensive practice with 1200 questions and two sample question papers crisp revision with concept based

revision notes mind maps mnemonics expert tips helps you get expert knowledge master crack cds in first attempt exam insights

with 5 year wise 2019 2023 trend analysis empowering students to be 100 exam ready

Oswaal CDS Question Bank | Chapter-wise & Topic-wise Previous Years Solved

Question Papers (2014-2023) Set of 3 Books : English, General Knowledge,

Elementary Mathematics For 2024 Exam 2018-07-17

a behind the scenes look at basu chatterji s most loved films this is the enigma of basu chatterji his films did not have the box

office ingredients that could make them a distributor s hot pick nor were they art house cinema that needed unravelling over

many cups of tea he was the quintessential middle of the road film maker a genre that he founded in bollywood his films whether

it be chhoti si baat or rajnigandha or chitchor were about common people and common problems such as employment and love

social and economic inequalities and joint family conflicts like fellow cartoonist r k laxman who created the common man chatterji

too was an auteur of the common man whose journey he portrayed with charm delicate warmth and humour as a person basu

was much like his common man mild unobtrusive and media shy he preferred not to scout for stars and mostly made his films

with rookies giving them respectability as artists and today names like amol palekar vidya sinha pearl padamsee zarina wahab

nandita thakur girish karnad rakesh pandey bindiya goswami and ranjit chowdhry have become central to the history of indian

cinema thanks to basu basu chatterji and middle of the road cinema anecdotal in nature goes behind the scenes of his films it

places basu s cinema and television work in the context of the changing times like the emergence of rajesh khanna kishore

kumar and amitabh bachchan the emergency the return of sarat chandra s stories the introduction of disco and the decadent

phase of hindi cinema in the 1980s the book celebrates the work of one of the most underrated yet successful film makers in
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hindi cinema

Basu Chatterji 1998

successful and celebrated entrepreneur rajvir leads a lonely and monotonous life breaking out of the routine one day he stops at

a bookstore and finds a handwritten note in a book this letter leads him to a series of other similar letters and finally to the person

who writes them the letter writer discovers rajvir is a young woman though her identity is a mystery he soon begins a virtual

relationship with her via chat and mail rajvir hits upon a new business idea from his interactions with her enter taashvi who he

ropes in as a partner in the new business rajvir and the letter writer relive their childhood as they converse about everything they

love music books the neuroscience behind music relationships psychology etc as their friendship deepens rajvir learns to feel safe

again to be vulnerable to be open as rajvir transforms taashvi becomes his new friend soon they too discover each other

deepening the friendship between them in the process taashvi inspires rajvir to explore beyond what he has worked before

between taashvi and the letter writer who will rajvir choose does he get to meet the stranger behind the letters will the girl s bitter

past affect their relationship will rajvir s story have a happy ending a delightful and light read handwritten letters in the bookstore

enlivens even as it defines a relationship that has an old world charm with music as its leitmotif

Handwritten Letters in the Bookstore 2024-01-18

leila abouzeid whose novel year of the elephant has gone through six reprintings has now translated her childhood memoir into

english published in rabat in 1993 to critical acclaim the work brings to life the interlocking dramas of family ties and political

conflict against a background of morocco s struggle for independence from french colonial rule abouzeid charts the development

of personal relationships between generations as well as between husbands and wives abouzeid s father is a central figure as a

strong advocate of moroccan nationalism he was frequently imprisoned by the french and his family forced to flee the capital si

hmed was a public hero but the young daughter s memories of her famous father and of the family s plight because of his

political activities are not so idyllic the memoir utilizes multiple voices especially those of women in a manner reminiscent of the

narrative strategies of the oral tradition in moroccan culture return to childhood may also be classified as an autobiography a form

only now gaining respect as a valid literary genre in the middle east abouzeid s own introduction and elizabeth fernea s foreword

discuss this new development in arabic literature

Return to Childhood 2023-09-22

a beautifully illustrated graphic novel recounting the heart rending true story of a young girl s struggle for survival during the

holocaust suitable for children age 10 born to a jewish family in a small polish village estelle nadel then known as enia feld was

just seven years old when the nazis invaded poland in 1939 once a vibrant child with a song for every occasion estelle would

eventually lose her voice as over the next five years she would survive the deaths of their mother father their eldest brother and

sister and countless others estelle would weather loss betrayal near execution and spend two years away from the warmth of the

sun all before the age of eleven and once the war was over she would walk barefoot across european borders before finally
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crossing the atlantic to arrive in new york city a young woman carrying the unseen scars of war the girl who sang is an enthralling

first hand account written by estelle nadel for children learning about the holocaust in the later stages of the primary curriculum

beautifully rendered in bright hues with expressive emotional characters illustrator sammy savos masterfully brings estelle s story

to a whole new generation of readers

The Girl Who Sang 2021-12-15

this book deals with the whole gamut of general knowledge and english that an aspirant requires to prepare for cds afa ina afcat

and any other graduate and above level exam held by upsc as it contains detailed notes on indian history geography and indian

polity followed by mcqs that have appeared in various competitive exams it would prove to be very useful for other competitive

exams as well besides notes on each topic it has over 7000 multiple choice questions mcqs on various subjects as per the

syllabus this book on general knowledge english has been written after lot of research and contains mcqs that have appeared in

previous 20 years question papers of cds the detailed notes on history geography and indian polity with mcqs and mcqs on indian

economy indian culture environment general science and defence para military will prove to be very useful for all other

competitive exams conducted by upsc in addition in the english chapter besides 20 solved question papers of english antonyms

synonyms one word and idioms phrases that have appeared in various exams have also been included

CDS - General Knowledge and English 2019-12-24

pathfinder cds entrance examination prescribed under upsc guidelines the self study guide divides the entire syllabus in 4 major

sections provides 7 previous years solved papers for practice more than 8000 mcqs for quick revision of topics chapterwise

division of previous years questions gives deep insight of the paper pattern its types and weightage in the exam union public

service commission upsc has released the notification of more than 400 seats for the combined defence services exam i 2022

here comes the updated edition of the pathfinder series cds entrance examination comprehensively complete syllabus of entrance

examination as prescribed by upsc the book has been divided into chapters that are categorized under 4 major subjects

mathematics general english general science general studies providing a complete coverage each chapter of every section has

been well explained with proper theories for better understanding more than 8000 mcqs and previous years solved papers are

providing a deep insight for examination patterns and types of questions asked in the exam chapterwise division of previous years

solved papers are provided with well detailed answers to clarify all the doubts this book is a must have for those who aim to

score high for the upcoming cds exam toc cds solved papers 2021 2018 mathematics general english general science general

studies

Pathfinder CDS Combined Defence Services Entrance Examination 2017-07-05

the thoroughly revised updated 2nd edition of the book 25 practice sets ssc cgl tier 1 workbook 2nd edition is extensively

prepared for the students who are preparing for the combined graduate level cgl tier i examination with the change in the pattern

of the test this new book is the obvious choice of every student this book will help the students in understanding the structure and
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format of the exam the book provides a total of 25 practice sets which are created according to the latest format and guidelines

set by staff selection commission the solutions are provided to each and every question in the book

18 Practice Sets for CMAT (Common Management Admission Test) 2020 with 3

Online Tests 2019-11-14

cds general knowledge mcq bank based on previous papers keywords cds pathfinder new edition cds general science cds

previous year solved questions paper book cds arihant last year papers cds general knowledge studies book cds mathematics rs

agrawal cds guide english mathematics gk cds history economy polity indian constitution

25 Practice Sets SSC CGL Tier I Workbook 2nd Revised Edition 2017-09-08

15 practice sets for rrb ntpc stage ii exam is written exclusively for the new pattern stage ii exam being conducted by rrb the book

provides 15 practice sets for the exam the book also contains indian railways swot analysis budget 2016 17 each of the 15 tests

contains all the 3 sections general intelligence reasoning arithmetic and general awareness as per the latest pattern the solution

to each test is provided at the end of the book this book will really help the students in developing the required speed and strike

rate which will increase their final score in the exam

CDS General Knowledge MCQ Bank based on Previous Papers 2020-01-04

this book contains an access code provided inside the book to avail the 5 online tests 18 practice sets for rrb ntpc stage ii exam

provides 15 practice sets for the exam in the book along with 3 online tests the book also contains the 2017 stage ii solved paper

each of the 20 tests contains all the 4 sections reasoning general intelligence arithmetic general science and general awareness

as per the latest pattern the solution to each test is provided at the end of the book the online tests provide insta results solutions

this book will really help the students in developing the required speed and strike rate which will increase their final score in the

exam

28 Practice Sets for SSC CGL Tier I Exam with 3 Online Tests 3rd Edition

2020-02-04

the book 15 practice sets for intelligence bureau ib security assistant executive exam provides 15 practice sets on the exact

pattern as specified in the notification the book also provides the 2017 solved paper each test contains 100 questions covering all

the 4 sections quantitative aptitude 20 logical analytical ability 20 general awareness 40 and english language 20 as per the latest

pattern the solution to each test is provided at the end of the book this book will really help the students in developing the

required speed and strike rate which can increase their final score by 15 in the final exam
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15 Practice Sets for RRB NTPC (Graduate) Stage II Exam 2019-04-01

1985年 スティーブ ジョブズは自身が創立したアップルから追放される 問題行動も多く 社内を混乱に陥れたとされている その 変人 は なぜ96年にアップルに復帰す

るや 現代を代表する経営者 ビジョナリー となったのか 講談社から発売された公認伝記 スティーブ ジョブズ には 詳しく語られなかった部分がある それは ジョブズ

がアップルから追放され ピクサーとnextを立ち上げていた時代である その間にどのような人間的変化があったのか nextに移ると ジョブズへの世間からの注目度は低

くなり 人材を含めたリソースも アップルほどではなくなる そうなると 彼はこれまで正面から向き合ってこなかった 会社経営 を学ばないといけなくなった 新会社に移っ

て真剣に取り組んだのがマーケティングだ アップル時代は会社が大きかったので こういったことは他人に任せて 自分は商品開発に打ち込んでいた また 人心掌握にもた

けるようになる 時を同じくしてローリーンと結婚したことも大きい 人 への関心が高まっていった時代だ ジョブズというと その個人の発想力 企画力 ちょっとずれると

その 変人 ぶりばかり注目されるが 本書からは意外にもその ビジョナリー リーダー の姿がはっきり見えてくる その後 アップルに戻ると世間の予想をくつがえす能力

を発揮し iphone ipad itunesといった革新的アイデアを次々と実現させていく その姿は 80年代の マックの美しさに固執する変人 ではなかった 本書は フォーチュ

ン誌記者としてジョブズと25年以上にわたる親交を持つ著者が 折々に取材したテープ 30本以上 を再構成し さらに公認伝記には協力しなかった人物にもアクセスして

書き下ろした話題作 すでに世界20カ国以上で翻訳されている

Coal India Management Trainee Tier I Exam 2020 - 18 Practice Sets with 3 Online

Tests 2020-01-04

diamond power learning has come up with a nine monthly current affairs manual for the year 2014 15 the manual comprises of

different sections like add ons which has general knowledge topics like important facts about the earth important crops of india

indian states with international boundaries important national highways important rivers and river valley projects of india important

towns on the river banks sanctuaries and parks in india mineral resources of india nation and their emblems biggest highest

longest and the largest in the world inventions and discoveries nicknames of important indian places newspaper journals in the

history of india important institutions of india basic facts about the human body and many more we have a special section for the

readers for the in press news which have covered the important highlights of the time when the manual was about to be printed

one special highlight is covered in an article form which comes under the section of news of the months with added mcqs to them

we have covered news under various sub topics dated from aug 14 till date like persons and places in news appointments and

resignations awards and honors bills laws constitutions books and authors summits events and conferences obituaries national

international india and the world state sports science and technology defence economy banking rbi corporate reports and surveys

miscellaneous and have given various types of mcqs for the competitive examinations union budget railway budget for the year

2015 16 economic survey for the year 2015 and census 2011 is also there in the manual and a separate questionnaire is also

there articles on different burning topics have also been included furthermore the magazine consists of a special section that has

a collection of different types of mcqs for the competitive examinations all in all the nine monthly manual from diamond

magazines is a sure pathway to success in the competitive examinations
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